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1 Allegro tempestoso

2 Allegro moderato 8.46
3 Allegretto 4.55
4 Tempo di valzer lentissimo 8.13
5 Vivace 6.28

6 Allegro inquieto 8.23
7 Andante caloroso 6.55
8 Precipitato 3.35
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is based on the song ‘Wehmut’ (Sadness) from Robert Schumann’s Liederkreis, op. 39. The text of
the song, by Eichendorff, is doubtless significant:

I can sometimes sing as if I were happy, yet secretly tears well up and free my heart.
Nightingales … sing their songs of yearning from their dungeons' depth ... and
everyone rejoices, yet no one truly feels the anguish, of the song’s deep sorrow.

This opening theme wanders into a highly chromatic middle section that moves fretfully through key
after key without finding a safe haven. Instead there is a clangorous, bell-like climax that seems to
toll a warning signal. The bells continue through what seems a hint of a funeral march, before the
movement ends with a brief, hopeless-sounding reminiscence of the ‘Wehmut’ theme.

The finale, marked Precipitato, is perhaps the finest of all Prokofiev’s keyboard toccatas, harking
back to the youthful energy and impish desire to shock that we find in the famous C major Toccata,
op. 11 of 1912, but adding – through jazzy syncopations, offbeat interjections and a blizzard of
rhythmic and metrical collisions – the baleful yet defiant energy of a true danse macabre. It is cast
in arch form, ABCBA, with the second element a kind of quieter but still manic perpetuum mobile
and the third a capering cartwheel across the keyboard. With the return of the opening theme the
sonata drives to its cathartic conclusion in a dazzling fusillade of octaves.

© Calum MacDonald, 2014

, with many awards and honors to his credit, continues to astound
and mesmerize audiences at major venues on three continents. His three-concert series at the San
Francisco Symphony’s Prokofiev Festival under Michael Tilson-Thomas was named one of the “Top
10 Classical Music Events of 2007” by the San Francisco Chronicle. He has also appeared as
concerto soloist with the Boston Pops, the BBC Concert Orchestra and the Utah Symphony under
Keith Lockhart; the Arkansas Symphony and the Las Vegas Philharmonic under David Itkin; the
Syracuse Symphony and the Wichita Symphony under Daniel Hege; the Mariinsky Orchestra under
Tugan Sokhiev; the Rochester Philharmonic under Michael Butterman; the St. Petersburg
Philharmonic under Emmanuel Leducq-Barome; the Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra under Andrew
Sewell; the Edmonton Symphony under Mei-Ann Chen; and the Rhode Island Philharmonic under
Larry Rachleff, among many others.
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Richter, in Moscow on 18 January 1943: he had been given only four days to learn it. His reaction
to the work was that here

                         ‘we are plunged into … a world that has lost its balance. Chaos
and uncertainty reign. We see murderous forces unleashed. But this does not
mean that what we lived by before thereby ceases to exist. We continue to feel
and to love … the full range of human emotions bursts forth. We sweep
everything before us, borne along by the will for victory. In the tremendous
struggle that this involves, we find the strength to affirm the irrepressible
life-force.’

Overall, the impression the sonata gives is of a work that stares disaster in the face with a kind of
earthy vitality and profound though fractured sense of style.

The ‘uneasy’ (inquieto) opening Allegro is a case in point. It simultaneously pays homage to, yet
undermines, the classical sonata form. The lively opening theme emerges out of nervous flurries of
notes, soon becoming vehement and warlike with menacing, dissonant bass chords for the left
hand. Perky yet feverish motion entwines with hints of mechanized warfare until a transition makes
way for a slow, lyrical contrasting theme that despite its exotic decoration sustains an impression
of somber melancholy as it wanders through various tonalities. The sense of stasis in this dreamlike,
disembodied idea is the polar opposite to the furious activity and physicality of the first subject. This
lyric theme unfolds rhapsodically and unhurriedly, leading eventually into a tumultuous
development section, based principally on the first theme, that builds with considerable violence to
an overwhelming climax. The suggestions of a goose-stepping military march are even more
explicit here. After this the music quietens and after a reminiscence of the transition the lyrical theme
returns, painted in even darker, more elegiac colours. A chattering, mocking coda reinstates the
nervous mood of the opening and dissolves into nothing.

The Andante caloroso second movement begins in E, a tritone’s distance – and thus very far – from
the B flat of the first movement. With its gently rocking motion, the eloquent opening melody could
almost be an old-style sentimental romance, or a lyric moment from one of Prokofiev’s ballets. Its
quality of ‘warmth’ is ambiguous, holding a hint of decay or decadence. Like the waltz in the Sixth
Sonata, it seems to hark back nostalgically to the manners of the past, even while it recognizes that
the delights of former years cannot be recaptured. In fact it has been pointed out that this theme
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Starting in 1904, Sergei Prokofiev spent nearly ten years as a student at the St Petersburg
Conservatoire. He studied composition with Rimsky-Korsakov and Liadov, and wrote many of his
early works there including some that have become repertoire standards. The first of these that he
acknowledged was his First Piano Sonata, op. 1. Like Medtner and Rachmaninov, Prokofiev left
Russia after the Revolution and spent years in self-imposed exile as a travelling virtuoso. But he
never wholly lost touch with his friends in Moscow and Leningrad, and eventually returned in the
early 1930s to live permanently in the USSR, where he brought perhaps his finest music to fruition
despite the difficulties and frustrations imposed by state censorship and ideological criticism. His
nine piano sonatas (two more were sketched but never completed) constitute the backbone of his
copious output for piano.

was completed in 1917, but its origins go back a further
ten years, to a youthful Sonata in A minor composed in 1907 when Prokofiev was 16 and a student
at the St Petersburg Conservatoire. When he revised it to bring it up to date in February 1917,
Prokofiev was unsure whether to list it as ‘Op. 1-bis’, to indicate the fact that it was originally written
at the same time as his official Piano Sonata No. 1, op. 1 – but he eventually settled for the later
opus-number, and added the subtitle (which he would also attach to his Fourth Sonata), ‘From Old
Notebooks’. After trying out the work several times for friends, on 14 October Prokofiev performed
the world premiere (to an almost empty hall) in the Kursaal at Kislovodsk, the fashionable spa town
in the North Caucasus, where he had decided to spend the winter. He finally introduced it in
Petrograd on 15 April 1918.

Like Sonata No. 1, this is a concise single-movement sonata using sonata-allegro form, somewhat
in the tradition of Skryabin and Medtner, though Prokofiev’s work is thoroughly imbued with his
strong individual personality. Although there are strong affinities between Sonatas 1 and 3, notably
the way that they contrast a lyrical impulse with a motoric scherzando style,  there is no doubt that
No. 3 is much less derivative and manifests a much more impressive degree of formal and thematic
integration.

The turbulent and resonant first theme, which has angular contours and a furious rhythmic energy,
dissolves into the tender, dreamlike second subject, which expands like a vision of verdant
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countryside. The development section begins in dramatic style and headlong motion, transforming
both themes while maintaining their emotional polarity. When he arrives at the recapitulation
Prokofiev diverges significantly from standard sonata form, for he completely omits the first theme,
alluding only to a transitional passage and presenting the second subject in a new and obsessive
light. A brilliant, debonairly rhythmic coda follows, driving to a breathtaking conclusion with an
ironic burst of fanfare in the final bars.

The other two sonatas on this disc are works of Prokofiev’s high maturity. In 1939 he conceived of
a trilogy of sonatas, Nos. 6-8, with the consecutive opus numbers 82-84, which he worked on over
the next few years: collectively they have come to be known as his ‘war sonatas’ and they constitute
the peak of his output as a piano composer. They contain some of his most violent and rawly
emotional music.  was the first to be completed, and was
premiered by the composer on 8 April 1940 in a Moscow Radio broadcast. Around this time he
also played it privately at a gathering held in the Moscow flat of the musicologist Pavel
Alexandrovitch Lamm; among those present was the young Sviatoslav Richter, who recalled that

‘The remarkable stylistic clarity and structural perfection of the music amazed
me. I had never heard anything like it. With wild audacity the composer broke
with the ideals of Romanticism and introduced into his music the terrifying
pulse of 20th-century music. Classically well-balanced in spite of all its
asperities, the Sixth is an utterly magnificent work’.

Before Prokofiev had finished playing Richter had resolved to perform the sonata, and in fact he
gave it its public premiere on 26 November 1940.

The Sonata drew criticism from Party officials for its supposed ‘brutality’. In some ways it harks back
to the spiky, dissonant, mechanistic piano music of Prokofiev’s youth, but it is in fact the most
expansive and even Romantic in orientation of his piano sonatas, in this at least suggesting
parallels with Rachmaninov and Medtner. Although it was completed well before the USSR entered
the war, the music surely reflects the tensions of the times, just as Medtner’s Sonata Tragica reflects
the post-Revolutionary foreboding at the time that it was composed. Indeed, it has been suggested
that these sonatas do not primarily constitute Prokofiev’s response to World War II, which in 1939
had not yet involved the USSR except as an opportunistic ally of Nazi Germany, but rather his
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reaction to the arrest in June 1939 and subsequent execution of his close friend, the theatre
director Vsevolod Meyerhold, and the brutal murder of Meyerhold’s wife one month later.
Meyerhold had been about to begin rehearsals of Prokofiev’s latest opera, Semyon Kotko, when
he was apprehended by the secret police.

Sonata No. 6 opens with a motto-theme, played with great force, based on a four-note descending
pattern in thirds that outlines the triads of both A major and A minor. This major-minor ambiguity,
with the constant equivocation between C sharp and C natural, infuses the entire work. The first
movement – one of the most turbulent utterances in Prokofiev’s piano output – is especially, almost
obsessively, concerned with exploring this fundamental idea, with the motto-theme volleying back
and forth in the highest and deepest resisters of the keyboard. Prokofiev seems to glory in extracting
the most violent sounds that he can from the piano, including cluster-chords played with the fist:
the grinding dissonances approach atonality. The general impression is of a mechanized march –
perhaps an advance by a battalion of tanks, accompanied by gunfire and bombs – though in the
later stages the mood calms somewhat and a much compressed recapitulation leads to a coda
dominated by bell-like sonorities.

The ensuing Allegretto is a moderately-paced scherzo with something of Prokofiev’s characteristic
mood of playful irony, though the playfulness is continually being undermined by darker elements.
The main idea is again march-like, over staccato chords, though there is a more melodic central
section. Nothing is more ironic than the ending on a pure unsullied triad of E major.  There follows
a melancholic waltz – Prokofiev’s marking, Tempo di valzer lentissimo, suggests that it may be a
Viennese waltz – worthy of his great ballet scores such as Romeo and Juliet in its kaleidoscopic
harmonic colouring. It has an eerie, frozen sense of elegance. The finale, a rondo, returns to the
harried, storm-tossed mood of the opening movement, with a frenetic interplay between wide-
spanned themes and others that circle obsessively around a few close-knit notes. Eventually the
major-minor motto theme reappears, after which the music drives at last to a violent, cathartic
climax, with the motto-theme repeated over and over again until its final collapse. The barbaric
march from the work’s opening crowns the proceedings in wrath.

, though also begun in 1939, was not completed until 1942, making
it truly a ‘War Sonata’ and one of the finest inspirations in the entire series of Prokofiev’s piano
works. Ironically, it was awarded a Stalin Prize (Second Class). The premiere, again, was given by
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